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ABSTRACT

A METHODOLOGY FOR DESIGNING PRODUCT COMPONENTS

WITH BUILT-IN BARRIERS TO REVERSE ENGINEERING

Stephen P. Harston

Department of Mechanical Engineering

Master of Science

Reverse engineering, defined as extracting information about a product from the

product itself, is a common industry practice for gaining insight into innovative products.

Both the original designer and those reverse engineering the original design can benefit

from estimating the time and barrier to reverse engineer a product. This thesis presents a

set of metrics and parameters that can be used to calculate the barrier to reverse engineer

any product as well as the time required to do so. To the original designer, these numerical

representations of the barrier and time can be used to strategically identify and improve

product characteristics so as to increase the difficulty and time to reverse engineer them.

One method for increasing the time and barrier to reverse engineer a product – presented in

this thesis – is to treat material microstructures (crystallographic grain size, orientation, and

distribution) as continuous design variables that can be manipulated to identify unusual ma-

terial properties and to design devices with unexpected mechanical performance. A prac-

tical approach, carefully tied to proven manufacturing strategies, is used to tailor material

microstructures by strategically orienting and laminating thin anisotropic metallic sheets.

This approach, coupled with numerical optimization, manipulates material microstructures
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to obtain desired material properties at designer-specified locations (heterogeneously) or

across the entire part (homogeneously). As the metrics and parameters characterizing the

reverse engineering time and barrier are also quantitative in nature, they can also be used

in conjunction with numerical optimization techniques, thereby enabling products to be

developed with a maximum reverse engineering barrier and time – at a minimum develop-

ment cost. On the other hand, these quantitative measures enable competitors who reverse

engineer original designs to focus their efforts on products that will result in the greatest

return on investment. While many products were analyzed in an empirical study demon-

strating that the characterization of the time to reverse engineer a product has an average

error of 12.2%, we present the results of three different products. Two additional examples

are also presented showing how microstructure manipulation leads to product hardware

with unexpected mechanical performance effectively increasing reverse engineering time

and barrier.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The introduction of innovative products into the marketplace is often accompanied

by an interesting engineering and design dichotomy; on the one hand, the original designer

is intent on maintaining his/her competitive advantage, gained through innovation, by of-

fering the product to the masses without easily disclosing its enabling technology [1]. On

the other hand, however, the competitor is determined to reverse engineer the innovative

product so as to uncover the enabling technology and potentially earn a portion of the mar-

ket by capitalizing on it [2, 3]. For clarity of scope, we provide three important definitions

in the context of this thesis:

Reverse Engineering is the process of extracting information about a product from the

product itself.

Time to Reverse Engineer is the total required man-time to reverse engineer a product

without consideration to parallel activities.

Barrier to Reverse Engineering is anything that impedes reverse engineering.

There are numerous cases where a company has spent months engineering and de-

veloping a product only to have a competing company create a reverse engineered version

within a few weeks of it being publicly available [4]. Interestingly, there are few laws to

prevent the reverse engineering of hardware [5]. Current laws state that reverse engineer-

ing is an acceptable method of obtaining trade secrets as long as the product acquisition

was done legitimately [5]. These laws are rationalized, by many, since the time and effort

required to reverse engineer a product is often viewed as substantial enough to allow the

original designer to maintain a large market share [5]. If the justification of the current laws

1
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was true then reverse engineering would not be a common issue. Since reverse engineered

products are taking a substantial part of the market share [6] it is desirable for developing

companies to maximize the time and effort required to reverse engineer their products.

Almost exclusively, when a product is reverse engineered, it comes at some cost

to the original company. Often the cost is monetary, one example being the Chevy Spark

(a compact car sold in Asia). Soon after the release of the Chevy Spark it was being

reproduced nearly identically as the Chery QQ by the Chinese automotive company Chery.

The Chery QQ currently outsells the Chevy Spark nearly five to one [6]. Other times,

market share lost due to a reverse engineered product is negligible when compared to the

national security lost when Armed Forces equipment is captured and reverse engineered.

The B-29 Superfortress is an American bomber that was captured by Russia during World

War II. Only two years after the capture of the B-29, Russia was performing their own

bombing raids with the first of 847 Tu-4’s, an identical copy of the American B-29, to be

built by Russia. The Tu-4 was engineered so precisely that it even had the same problems

as the B-29 such as notoriously unreliable engines [7].

Although seen from different perspectives, the notion of barriers to reverse engi-

neering is critical for both the original designer and the competitor who performs reverse

engineering activities. Ideally, to the original designer, all efforts are made to increase the

barrier and time required to reverse engineer his/her design. To those reverse engineering

the original designs, minimal time and barrier is desired so as to enter the market before it is

saturated. In either case, these designers could benefit from general metrics and parameters

for quantifying the time and barrier to reverse engineer a product [8, 9].

The purpose of this thesis is to develop a design methodology that increases the

time and barrier to reverse engineer products. These barriers to reverse engineering include,

for example, critical complex surfaces that are difficult to recreate, localized heat treating

that creates difficult-to-discover heterogeneous material characteristics, and hidden in situ

sensors that monitor performance. In order to obtain and design for these barriers, we must:

1. Be able to measure the time and barrier to reverse engineering and know what it

affects.

2
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2. Determine the effects of manufacturing on the time and barrier enabling one to de-

termine manufacturing recipes that maximizes the time and barrier.

3. Verify and demonstrate that the barrier to reverse engineering can be maximized.

3
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Chapter 2

Literature Survey

Reverse engineering has been defined in a variety of similar, yet unique, ways by

the disciplines that have approached the topic in the literature [2,10,11]. Among the various

disciplines that have addressed the topic of reverse engineering the following three areas

are predominant; (i) reverse engineering of software [10,12–15] (ii) reverse engineering of

hardware [2,3,8,16,17], and (iii) reverse engineering of biological systems [11,18–20]. The

reverse engineering of software is pervasive in the literature and is of particular interest as

it relates to reverse engineering because software is being delivered to end-users with more

mobile code in architecture-independent formats – thereby facilitating the reproduction of

original code with less effort. Strategies to prevent reverse engineering of software include

tamper proofing, obfuscation, and watermarking [21].

The reverse engineering of hardware is generally addressed in the literature from

within three areas of research; (i) performance benchmarking [2,3,17], which is the evalua-

tion of competitive products in order to specify performance criteria and generate concepts

for new products, (ii) geometric surface and shape recovery [22,23], which is the automated

extraction of geometry from an existing product and the construction of 3D CAD models

from the data, and (iii) empirical parameter estimation and surrogate model building by

statistical sampling of hardware [24, 25], which is simply the estimation of performance

measures through testing an existing product and fitting a mathematical model to the test

data, thereby developing an approximate parametric model of the product’s performance.

Ingle provides a basic four-stage methodology for the reverse engineering of hard-

ware [2]. Of the four stages presented by Ingle, the first two stages are of particular interest

in the context of this thesis; Stage 1 is the evaluation and verification of a product or sys-

5
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tem, and Stage 2 is the documentation of the findings, usually in the form of technical data.

As a note, Stage 3 is prototype verification, and Stage 4 is project implementation.

Finally, research in the reverse engineering of biological systems has gained more

and more momentum as scientists and engineers seek to discover the building blocks of

nature [18, 19] and successful ways in which natural systems accomplish complex tasks

[20].

Although related and useful to the design and reverse engineering of software, hard-

ware, and biological systems, the developments presented in this thesis focus on an articu-

lated, yet unmet need in the literature – comparative metrics for barrier and time to reverse

engineer a product or system. Various researchers have expressed the need to estimate the

time and barrier to reverse engineer a product. The various perspectives in the literature

range from those of the original designer [8,16,17], to those who reverse engineer, [2,3,9],

to market analysts [8, 26, 27]. While these perspectives are insightful and suggest the need

for quantitative measures, unfortunately none of them provide it.

Macmillan et al. [8], state that it is critical to estimate competitor’s response lag

(or time to reverse engineer and imitate a product) in order to understand the potential

financial risks and profits. Pahl et al. [17] state that effective product planning includes

understanding the life cycle of the proposed product as well as understanding competitor’s

products. Therefore, effective product planning and definition of product life cycle is likely

to (i) consider the time required for competitors to conduct reverse engineering activities,

and (ii) require a full understanding of competitive products through reverse engineering

activities.

Shapiro [28] and Nelson and Winter [29] emphasize that the harder a product is to

reverse engineer – dependent upon the competitor and their resources and skills available

– the less incentive a competitor has to imitate the technology. On the other hand, there

is little incentive for original designers to develop innovative products if competitors can

imitate the products at a significantly reduced development cost with a larger return on

investment [9].

While others have previously presented the idea of barriers to reverse engineer-

ing [16, 30, 31], we pursue the concept of barriers to reverse engineering further by devel-

6
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oping relationships that define quantitative representations of the barrier and time to reverse

engineer any product. We also explore techniques by which the reverse engineering bar-

rier can be maximized. Specifically, we explore geometry and microscopic metallurgical

material characteristics and their effects on the barrier to reverse engineering.

The optimization of macroscopic geometry, known in the literature as size [32],

shape [33], and topology [34] optimization, is a powerful approach to identify hardware

with desirable performance characteristics [35]. A different, yet equally powerful, ap-

proach is to manipulate microscopic metallurgical material characteristics to enhance ma-

terial properties and achieve desirable hardware performance [36]. Individually, these two

approaches have improved products and allowed for more advanced designs over those of

the past [35, 36]. Through an integrated approach, however, macroscopic and microscopic

features can be manipulated in a complementary way to identify hardware designs with de-

sirable and unexpected mechanical performance thus resulting in a large barrier to reverse

engineering.

While others have previously coupled material properties with geometry optimiza-

tion [37, 38], we present a new method of tailoring the properties of metals by using

thin laminations strategically oriented [39] and ultrasonically welded together [40]. We

show how numerical optimization can be used to generate a complete materials design

space [41–43] that envelops all possible property combinations for a given alloy. We also

show that the proposed integration of optimization, manufacturing, and design methods can

result in desired material properties that are consistently producible from a manufacturing

perspective while simultaneously being nearly impossible to reproduce without knowing

the precise manufacturing strategy. The proposed method can, therefore, be used to tailor

new and practical materials for the design engineer’s specific need with an increased barrier

to reverse engineering.

In summary, there are two main needs expressed in the literature; (i) comparative

metrics for the barrier and time to reverse engineer a product or system, and (ii) a design

strategy that effectively seeks to maximize barriers to reverse engineering.

In this thesis, we demonstrate how these unmet needs are fulfilled by the method-

ologies presented herein. We start by discussing the fundamental relationships that enable

7
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characterization of the reverse engineering time and barrier. These relationships originate

from Ohm’s law and enable us to estimate the time to reverse engineer a product with an

average error of 12.2%. In Chapter 3 we present a brief overview of the pertinent relation-

ships used from Ohm’s law. The adaption of Ohm’s law to product development is then

presented in Chapter 4, followed by empirical validation of the developed relationships in

Chapter 5. In Chapter 6 we review technologies and theories that enable one to obtain

desired material properties from the framework presented in Chapter 7. Two case studies

are presented in Chapter 8 demonstrating how the framework presented in Chapter 7 can

be used to obtain desired material properties. The time and barrier to reverse engineer

a homogeneous and a heterogeneous bistable switch are also calculated and discussed in

Chapter 8. Concluding remarks are provided in Chapter 9.
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Chapter 3

Technical Preliminaries

Ohm published the electrical relationship known as Ohm’s law in 1827 [44]. Since

then, it has been adapted and used to meaningfully characterize the behavior of many sys-

tems including fluid systems [45], mechanical systems [46], thermal systems [47], and

electrical systems [48, 49].

Insightful discussions by Hartley [50] and Shannon [51] present information as a

measurable quantity and support our notion that information extraction occurs in an ex-

ponential fashion. When the fundamental principles are analyzed as to why information

extraction can be modeled as an exponential relationship, one discovers many similarities

between the flow of information and the flow of electrons – thus leading to an adaptation

of Ohm’s law to model information extraction. The adaptation is rooted in the following:

There exists a resistance to extracting information from a product much in the same way

a resistor inhibits the flow of electrons. Also, products contain a quantity of information

which is extracted during the reverse engineering process in a similar manner that capaci-

tors discharge a quantity of stored electrons.

As a foundation for the ensuing developments, we consider the analysis of the sim-

ple resistor-capacitor circuit shown in Figure 3.1, and outline mathematical relationships

that enable the evaluation of a circuit’s resistance, R, capacitance, C, and the time, T , to

drain an initially charged capacitor. For this development, the only known parameters are

charge, Q(t), current, I(t), and desired power output, P(t). Here we express Q, I, and P as

Q(t), I(t), and P(t), respectively, to emphasize that they are functions of time.

We present the following fundamental principles of Ohm’s Law because it is the

foundation for the developments of metrics and parameters for reverse engineering, as pre-

9
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Capacitor Resistor

Switch

Figure 3.1: Simple resistor-capacitor circuit. The capacitor is initially fully charged and
begins to discharge the instant the switch is closed at t = 0.

sented in Chapter 4. Ohm’s law characterizes the relationship between resistance, current,

and voltage in a circuit and can be expressed as

R =
V (t)
I(t)

(3.1)

while the capacitance, C, of an element can be expressed as [48]

C =
Q(t)
V (t)

(3.2)

where V (t) represents the voltage difference across the resistor at current I(t), and Q(t)

represents the charge stored in the capacitor. Notice that while V , I, and Q are time de-

pendent, R and C are not. This important principle is used later in the thesis to assist the

designer in specifying reverse engineering parameters.

The resistance and capacitance of the circuit can be conveniently expressed in terms

of Q, I, and P when the following well-accepted [49] relation is considered. Specifically

when

P(t) = I(t)V (t) (3.3)

it follows that

R =
P(t)
I(t)2 (3.4)

and

C =
Q(t)I(t)

P(t)
. (3.5)

10
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As shown in subsequent sections of this thesis, this form of the resistance and capacitance

relationships is particularly useful in the context of information extraction during reverse

engineering.

When R and C are known for a given system, the time to discharge a capacitor can

be quantified as a function of the charge remaining in the capacitor by

T =−RC ln
(

Q
Q0

)
(3.6)

where it is assumed that the capacitor begins to discharge at t = 0, and T represents the

time when the specified charge, Q, is remaining in the capacitor where Q0 is the quantity

of charge initially stored by the capacitor. As Eq. 3.6 is an exponential relationship, the

time to fully discharge the capacitor is infinite. For this reason, Q is often selected to be a

positive non-zero value with the bounds

0 < Q≤ Q0 (3.7)

which results in a finite quantity of time.

Therefore, by these relationships, any resistor-capacitor circuit can be analyzed and,

importantly, a prediction of time to discharge the circuit’s capacitor can be made. Addi-

tionally, by using Ohm’s law as a basic building block, circuits of any complexity can be

analyzed using well structured, well-known, approaches such as Kirchhoff’s current and

voltage laws [49]. As presented in Chapter 4, we use this same basic relationship to esti-

mate the time required to discharge information about a product, from the product itself.
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Chapter 4

Development of Metrics and Parameters for Reverse Engineering

In this chapter, we present metrics and parameters for characterizing the barrier and

time to reverse engineer any product. The presentation of the metrics and parameters is

divided into three main parts in this chapter. Section 4.1 presents the general relationship

for barrier and time to reverse engineer any product, with a brief description of the sup-

porting parameters and metrics. Section 4.2 provides practical insight into specifying the

needed parameters, and quantifying barriers and time for small subsets of a larger problem.

Section 4.3 shows how the solutions to these small subsets can be reintegrated to solve the

large problem.

4.1 General Metrics for Reverse Engineering

The barrier, B, to reverse engineer a product can be expressed as

B =
P

F2 (4.1)

where P is the power – effort per time exerted to extract information – and F is the rate

at which information can be extracted from a product. The time, T , to reverse engineer a

product is

T =−BS ln
(

K
K0

)
(4.2)

where K is the information contained by a product at a specific moment in time and K0

is the information initially contained by a product. For simplicity, K is often defined as a

fraction of K0 (i.e., K = 0.05K0 for the examples presented in this thesis). Specifically, the
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INFORMATION CONTAINED BY A PRODUCT

GEOMETRIC MATERIAL

LINEAR SURFACE ALLOY MICROSTRUCTURE

PERTINENT SUPERFLUOUS PERTINENT SUPERFLUOUS

PERTINENT SUPERFLUOUS PERTINENT SUPERFLUOUS

Figure 4.1: A basic taxonomy of information contained by a product.

quantity K is constrained to

0 < K ≤ K0 (4.3)

which ensures that Eq. 4.5 yields a finite quantity of time. The quantity S in Eq. 4.5 is

evaluated as

S =
KF
P

(4.4)

where S is termed information storage ability of a product, which is analogous to electrical

capacitance. When K, K0, F , and P are the known input parameters, T can be expressed as

T =−K
F

ln
(

K
K0

)
(4.5)

indicating that one can increase the time to reverse engineer a product by either increas-

ing the quantity of information contained by a product or decrease the rate at which that

information can be extracted.

4.2 Decomposition of a Product for Barrier and Time Analysis

In a realistic setting, it can be difficult to accurately determine the values of K, F ,

and P for the product as a whole. However, a product can be decomposed into disparate

information components allowing for a more simple quantification of K, F , and P for each

component. In this section, we present an approach for decomposing a product based on
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information components, and analyzing each component to determine B and T . In Sec-

tion 4.3, we discuss how the quantities B and T for each component can be systematically

combined to determine the total barrier, B∗, and the total time, T ∗, to reverse the product as

a whole.

We start by discussing the parameter K, and the categorization of it. Recall that K is

the estimated or actual information contained by a product, and that the purpose of reverse

engineering is to extract information contained by a product from the product itself. Some

examples of information contained by a product include material, geometry, electrical con-

ductivity, and color. While there are many different ways a product can be decomposed,

we present a process by which products are decomposed according to categories of infor-

mation contained by the product. For the purposes of this thesis, information contained by

a product, K, is categorized according to the taxonomy chart in Figure 4.1.

As seen in the taxonomy chart, the general information contained by a product can

be separated into three basic levels. At the highest level, information is categorized into

information types such as geometric information and material information. The second

level of categorization separates each information type into information classes. For geom-

etry, information classes include linear dimensions and radial dimensions, among others.

When applicable, another categorization of geometric information class can include micro

dimensions, meso dimensions, and macro dimensions. The final level of categorization on

the taxonomy chart is the information sub-class which only has two categories – informa-

tion that is pertinent to product performance and information that is superfluous. Generally

speaking, the product should be decomposed into the minimum number of levels needed to

easily specify the parameters K, F , and P for all the information contained by the product.

As values for K, F , P, S, B, and T are specified or calculated for each information type, a

subscript [ ]i is used to distinguish information types or information classes – depending on

the level for which K, F , and P are being analyzed – while the superscript [ ]∗ represents

the values of [ ] that pertain to the product as a whole.

With the different information types defined, K is more fully defined as the esti-

mated, unextracted, pertinent information contained by a product at a specific time. The

quantity of information contained by a product is therefore a function of information type,
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i, and time, t. The quantity of pertinent information contained by a product is determined

as the number of relevant units of information that is critical to the performance of the

product.

For convenience in specifying the parameters K, F , and P, we define two reference

time frames. Time in the t domain is the traditional representation of time, which captures

any moment during the reverse engineering process. As it may be difficult to determine

the quantity of pertinent information contained by a product, and the rate at which it is

extracted, at any time t when the product contains both pertinent and superfluous infor-

mation, a second reference time frame is used. This second reference time frame, in the

domain τ , is a theoretical time frame when all the values of K, F , and P are known, and all

information is deemed pertinent. In the τ time frame, the time-independent quantities of B

and S are more easily calculated. Since these quantities are time independent, they can also

be used directly in the t time frame where there exists many unknown factors.

We pause now to make a clear distinction between K(τ) and K(t). The parameter

K(t) represents only the pertinent information contained by a product, while the parameter

K(τ) represents the total information contained by a product, be it pertinent or superfluous.

In general, the most conservative value of K(τ) is when K(τ) is set equal to K(t) implying

that competitors know exactly what information is pertinent and what is superfluous. The

quantity K(τ) is principally used for calculating S. A similar process of using two different

reference frames is often used to determine the capacitance and resistance of electrical

elements. If a resistor value is unknown, one can apply a known voltage and measure the

current and determine the resistance of the system using Ohm’s law. The resistance of a

resistor is not dependent upon electrical current, voltage, or time. Therefore the resistance

may be known for all times, t, once it is known for a single time, τ , where a known voltage

and current has been applied.

When a product is reverse engineered, no amount of superfluous information will

benefit those extracting the information. For this reason we are only interested in the rate,

F , at which pertinent information can be extracted. For a product that contains both perti-

nent and superfluous information, it may be difficult to determine the flow rate of pertinent

information when both pertinent and superfluous information is being extracted. For this
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reason, the flow rate of information is determined in the τ reference frame where all infor-

mation is assumed pertinent. The quantity F(τ) is principally used for calculating S and B

for individual information types.

Typically when extracting information contained by a product, the information that

is quickly and easily extracted is extracted at a high flow rate. At times in the informa-

tion extraction process, information becomes more difficult to extract resulting in a lower

flow rate. It is also apparent that the flow rate of one information type such as geomet-

ric linear dimensions may not be the same flow rate as another information type such as

material grain orientations. The flow rate of information in the τ reference frame can

be determined experimentally by measuring the time to extract information of particular

knowledge classes, such as geometric linear dimensions.

The measure of effort per time exerted to extract information contained by a product

is characterized as power, P. The quantity P is also determined in the τ reference frame

and is used in calculating both S and B. The value of P is constrained by

0 < P≤ 1 (4.6)

where zero represents no effort being put forth to reverse engineer a product and one sig-

nifies maximum effort is exerted. The value of power should be selected to accurately

represent the effort per time the competitor will exert while reverse engineering the prod-

uct and, for this study, is assumed to remain constant – at a value of one – during the

analysis of a given product and competitor. With the values of K, F , and P defined, B and

S can be calculated according to Eqs. 4.1 and 4.4 for each information type i or for the

product as a whole if it can be evaluated as a whole. When the product cannot be evaluated

as a whole, the developments of the next section become important.

4.3 Integration of Analyses for Overall Product Evaluation

In this section, the total time to reverse engineer, and the total barrier to reverse en-

gineering, are calculated by strategically combining the barrier and time to reverse engineer

each information component as discussed previously. In the previous section, we discussed
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how a product can be decomposed to facilitate the selection of K, F , and P resulting in a B

and T for each information type. To estimate the barrier and time to reverse engineer the

product as a whole, we perform an analysis on a pseudo product that has the same perfor-

mance as one that has the considered information types combined enabling an estimation

of B and T for the entire product.

The total time, T ∗, to reverse engineer a product, the total information, K∗, con-

tained by a product, and the total storage ability, S∗, of a product can be determined by

T ∗ =
N

∑
i=1

Ti (4.7)

K∗ =
N

∑
i=1

Ki (4.8)

and

S∗ =
N

∑
i=1

Si (4.9)

where N is the quantity of information types the product has been decomposed into.

When individual information types are analyzed, the known values include F and

P. With the pseudo product, however, the flow rate is calculated by

F∗ =
K∗

T ∗
(4.10)

which enables P∗ to be calculated as

P∗ =
K∗F∗

S∗
(4.11)

when the values of K∗, F∗, S∗, and T ∗ are used for both Eqs. 4.10 and 4.11. Note that

Eq. 4.11 is obtained by rearranging Eq. 4.4 and solving for P.

Only now that the effective rate at which information can be extracted from the

pseudo product and the power required to extract information are known, the effective

barrier for the entire product can be determined by using Eq. 4.1. It is important to note that

the barrier and time to reverse engineer a product is dependent upon skills and resources
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available (both affecting the flow rate of information). Therefore the barrier to reverse

engineer a product may vary depending upon the group performing the reverse engineering

activities [52].

The accuracy of the time and barrier to reverse engineer a product is dependent upon

accurate selection of the parameters K, F , and P. Depending upon the reverse engineering

perspective taken, some parameters may be more accurate lending to a better estimation of

the time and barrier to reverse engineer a product. Recall that there are at least two practical

reverse engineering perspectives: that of the original designer who seeks to determine, and

even maximize, the difficultly to reverse engineer their product; and that of the competitor

who seeks to reverse engineer the innovative product.

When the original designer uses the relationships presented in this thesis, he/she is

able to accurately determine the actual quantity of pertinent information, K, contained by

the product but will only be able to estimate the rate at which the competitor can extract

information, F . The competitors, on the other hand, will be able to accurately determine

the rate at which they (the competitors) can extract information, F , but will be forced to

estimate the initial quantity of pertinent information contained by the product. Addition-

ally, it may not be obvious to the competitor which information is pertinent and which is

superfluous – especially if the designers developed the product to be difficult to reverse

engineer. It is likely that the original designers can estimate information extraction rate for

the competitors more accurately than the competitors can estimate the quantity of pertinent

information contained by a product. A simple approach would be for the original designer

to specify a flow rate of information extraction based on their own skill and motivation, as

it is likely that their competitors have similar skills and motivation.
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Chapter 5

Empirical Validation of Developed Metrics

In this chapter, we present an empirical study with the purpose of showing that the

time and barrier to reverse engineering can be estimated by the relationships presented in

this thesis for products of sufficient complexity. For this study, only geometric information

is extracted and analyzed.

There are four major parts to reverse engineering and all have affect the flow rate of

information extraction: planning, measuring, recording, and verifying. During the reverse

engineering process, time is not only spent extracting pertinent information, but time is

also spent recording the data, developing a plan of information extraction, and verifying

that all of the information has been extracted and that the information has been accurately

extracted.

For any information type, the time to extract a unit of information varies from unit

of information to unit of information (within a product) and from product to product. In

part, this is due to time not only spent on extracting pertinent information, but time is

also spent recording the data, developing a plan of information extraction, and verifying

that all of the information has been accurately and complectly extracted. An effective and

efficient way to handle the differing times is to determine an individual’s general rate of

information extraction [53]; by general we mean valid for all product complexities. Note

that the general information extraction rate is strictly a measure of the rate at which the

individual extracts information without consideration to time spent planning, recording, or

verifying. However, when the general information extraction rate used in the exponential

time estimation presented in Equation 4.5 it has been found to estimate the total time to

reverse engineer a product (including time spent planning, recording, and verifying) with
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Figure 5.1: Part 127 as presented in Chapter 5.

an average error of 12.2%. As a note, the general extraction rate is the rate of information

extraction F(τ) as described in Section 4.2. We obtain F(τ) for geometric information

experimentally by issuing a uniform dimension extraction test in the form of a computer

program that we created. The test is set up to allow the individual to familiarize themselves

with the dimension to be extracted then they are instructed to extract that dimension with a

measurement tool while the time is recorded. The recorded time, therefore, only is only a

measures of information extraction as the planning, recording, and verifying is performed

for the user by the computer program. This process is repeated multiple times for different

dimensions to determine the general rate at which the individual extracts dimensions.

To illustrate, four individuals were asked to reverse engineer Part 127 and Part 128

as seen in Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2, respectively. Before beginning the reverse engineering

process, the information extraction rate was determined for each individual. The individ-

uals were then instructed to extract and record the dimensions with enough detail that the

product could be recreated if needed.

The plots seen in Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4 are the results of a single individual

for both products and compared to the linear and exponential time approximations with the

linear relationship is defined as
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Figure 5.2: Part 128 as presented in Chapter 5.
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Figure 5.3: Plot of unextracted dimensions remaining in Part 127 vs. time as compared to
the linear and exponential time predictions for Individual 1.
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Figure 5.4: Plot of unextracted dimensions remaining in Part 128 vs. time as compared to
the linear and exponential time predictions for Individual 1.

T =
K
F

(5.1)

where the information extraction rate (F) of the individual is the slope and the number

of dimensions (K) to be extracted is the y-intercept on a plot of dimensions versus time.

While the plots are for a single individual, they are representative of all the individuals that

reverse engineered the products and are consistent with other tests we have performed. The

data in the plots has been rearranged according to the time to extract each dimension - with

the shortest times plotted first - and are not plotted in the order of dimension extraction.

Tables 5.1 and 5.2 present the predicted time to reverse engineer each product, for each

individual, as well as the calculated barrier to reverse engineering. From Tables 5.1 and 5.2

we see that the barrier to reverse engineering is the same for both parts for each individual.

This is due to the fact that the barrier is only dependent upon the individual and the type of

information being extracted and not dependent upon the quantity of information extracted.

To determine the validity of the relationships presented, multiple individuals have

reverse engineered multiple products resulting in over fifty sets of data for geometric in-
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Table 5.1: Table of predicted and actual times to extract geometric information from Part
127. Time is in seconds.

Individual Actual Linear Linear Exponential Exponential Barrier
Time Prediction % Error Prediction % Error

1 4020 1158 -71.20% 3579 -10.97% 307.8
2 3473 847 -75.60% 2656 -23.51% 339.2
3 1367 517 -62.19% 1433 4.84% 260.9
4 2201 826 -62.48% 2323 5.55% 272.8

Table 5.2: Table of predicted and actual times to extract geometric information from Part
128. Time is in seconds.

Individual Actual Linear Linear Exponential Exponential Barrier
Time Prediction % Error Prediction % Error

1 629 298 -52.65% 845 34.16% 307.8
2 568 298 -44.48% 887 56.20% 339.2
3 595 242 -59.28% 656 10.27% 260.9
4 522 264 -49.33% 733 40.49% 272.8

formation extraction. By observation and data analysis, we have verified that the time to

reverse engineer the geometry of a product can be approximated by an exponential relation-

ship. We have also observed that simple products tend to be less accurately estimated by

the exponential relationship. Part 128 was specifically selected to test the exponential rela-

tionship near the limits of application and it may be seen that a linear approximation may

be more accurate for the simplest of parts. However, Part 127, while still relatively simple,

has been found to be sufficiently complex to be accurately estimated by the exponential

relationship.

Products of higher degrees of complexity have also been analyzed and have also

been found to be accurately represented by the exponential relationship. To illustrate this,

we briefly discuss the reverse engineering of Apple Inc.’s recently released computer key-

board as seen in Figs. 5.5 and 5.6. As with the previous examples, we will only reverse

engineer geometry and do not reverse engineer the material properties or the keyboard

electronics. However, if the flow rate of information extraction is determined for extracting

material properties and analysis of electronics, the same relationships used for estimating
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Figure 5.5: Figure of keyboard before disassembly.

Figure 5.6: Figure of keyboard disassembled.

the time and barrier to extract geometric information can also be used to estimate the time

and barrier to extract information about material properties and the electronics of a system.
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Figure 5.7: Plot of unextracted dimensions remaining in keyboard vs. time as compared to
the linear and exponential time predictions.

We reverse engineered the keyboard to the degree that we could recreate keyboard

parts that would be interchangeable with the current product. In order to fully extract the

geometric information contained by the keyboard, some disassembly was required. While

disassembly time may be important to quantify, it was not the focus of this study or of the

developed metrics. Therefore, the keyboard was considered disassembled when reverse en-

gineering began. Utilizing the relationships presented in this thesis to estimate the time and

barrier to reverse engineer the keyboard resulted in a barrier of 307.8 and an estimated time

of 25,649 seconds. In actuality, it took 23,667 seconds to reverse engineer the keyboard -

an 8.38% error when compared to the predicted time. The estimated and measured times

were determined independently so that neither influenced the other. Figure 5.7 compares

the actual time to reverse engineer the keyboard with the exponential and linear predictions.

In this chapter we have shown how the reverse engineering time and barrier is cal-

culated for various products. While it is useful to characterize a product’s time and barrier,

designers typically desire to impede or entirely prevent reverse engineering attempts. In

the next chapter we discuss a design strategy that results in effective barriers to reverse en-
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gineering built into product components. Specifically, we discuss how material microstruc-

tures can be critically oriented and coupled with geometry to obtain an unexpected and

desired performance effectively increasing the barrier to reverse engineering.
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Chapter 6

Enabling Technologies for Constructing Barriers to Reverse Engineer-
ing through Microstructure Manipulation

Recall that the purpose of this thesis is to develop a design methodology that in-

creases the time and barrier to reverse engineer hardware. One effective way to increase

the barrier is to develop products that perform in an unexpected, but desirable manner. In

this chapter, we present the technology and theories that enable products to exhibit this

unexpected performance resulting in a large barrier to reverse engineering.

For many product designers, material properties, such as yield strength, σy, and

Young’s modulus, E, are chosen from a set of discrete values, typically published in the

form of a material properties table [54]. Under this typical approach, if one requires a part

to withstand more stress before failure, the geometry is typically changed or a new material

class or alloy is selected. Consider the benefit that would come to the design engineer if

he or she could hold the geometry constant and, using the original material, improve the

material’s yield strength or other material properties. He or she could increase product per-

formance without resorting to more expensive materials or they could hide performance in-

creases from competitors, since discovering the source of the increased performance would

not be trivial. The following sections present a methodology to do this.

Recent advancements in material science enable the development of the proposed

approach. Specifically, it is the advancements pertaining to material microstructure, which

is the composition of a material including arrangement, size, orientation and distribution

density of crystallographic grains [55], that enable material properties to be treated as con-

tinuous design variables. These advancements have led to predictive relationships for char-

acterizing material properties as a function of the material microstructure. When coupled
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with numerical optimization and lamination technology (two other key enablers), material

properties can be modified as simply as geometry, creating one more degree of freedom in

the design. Additionally, the method outlined in this thesis allows one to make calculated

changes to the microstructure to obtain desired results in material properties at designer

specified locations (heterogeneously) or across the entire part (homogeneously).

It is known that one or more microstructures can be used as a starting point to ob-

tain combination of properties in the property closure, which is the set of all theoretically

possible material properties [55]. Unfortunately, it is not known how to consistently man-

ufacture all microstructures required to obtain every combination of properties in the prop-

erty closure. Therefore only a small, discrete, set of material properties contained within

the full property closure are commonly used in practice. This is one of the main reasons

why material properties are rarely considered continuous variables in the material selection

activities of product design. With the use of laminations, microstructures that were pre-

viously difficult to obtain become simple combinations of optimally-layered, well-known

microstructures [39] as presented in this thesis. This process is similar to carbon-fiber

composite materials where many thin layers are ideally aligned to obtain desired material

properties in specific directions [56].

In this chapter we present the enabling technology of ultrasonic consolidation [40]

which facilitates the joining of thin metal sheets with minimal disturbances to the mi-

crostructure in the weld areas. We also present four fundamental theories required for

predicting material properties for a part, based on measurements of a material’s microstruc-

ture. They are: reference frames, fundamental zone, rotations of anisotropic layers, and the

lamination of those thin layers.

6.1 Ultrasonic Consolidation: Additive Manufacturing Process of Metals

One manufacturing technology that allows improved material properties to be ob-

tained from common metals is the additive manufacturing process of ultrasonic consoli-

dation (UC). UC utilizes principles of ultrasonic welding [40] to combine metal sheets,

typically 150 µm thick, in a layer-by-layer process. This process is often combined with

a 3-axis CNC mill to produce complicated geometry during the additive process. The UC
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Figure 6.1: Ultrasonic consolidation process with scanning electron microscope image of
grains at layer interface.

process, as represented in Figure 6.1, begins with a heated base of the same material of the

part. A rolling/rotating sonotrode applies a normal force while oscillating which results in

dynamic interfacial stresses at the interface between the two mating surfaces [40, 57, 58].

The stress incurred by the high frequency oscillations, around 20 kHz, produce elastic-

plastic deformation and establishes a metallurgical bond as can be seen in the polished

crossection shown on the right-side of Figure 6.1. This process is repeated layer-by-layer

until the part is completed with the desired number of layers. It is impressive to note that

UC materials can yield a 85% to 100% linear weld density along the bonded interface [59].

One important characteristic of UC is the low temperature at which the layers are

welded together, which range from ambient to 350◦F . This results in minimal local distur-

bances in the weld area, thus making the layer-by-layer construction virtually undetectable,

which supports the notion of hiding the source of performance increases from competitors.

Possibly the most impressive feature of UC is the number of microstructures that

may be obtained thereby. It is known that extreme microstructures may be induced in

metal foils by rolling and recrystallization [60]. These foils may then be combined by

the UC process to create a material made with laminations. When layers with known

microstructures are strategically placed, one can effectively create a laminated material

with desired properties and even consistently obtain material properties that are otherwise

not used in practice.
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6.2 Reference Frames and Fundamental Zone Defined

In this section we define three reference frames commonly used when working

with laminae: Crystal, Laminate, and Part reference frames. The main purpose of these

reference frames is to have a consistent point of reference when aligning layers and defining

directionally-dependent material properties. While it is important that reference frames do

not vary within a sample or part, it does not matter how reference frames are oriented. Often

it is useful to align reference axes with either the sample’s geometry or the sample’s texture.

Typically the crystal’s reference frame will be aligned with the crystallographic directions,

Xc j, Yc j and Zc j for the j-th crystal in a sample, [61] where the subscript c represents the

crystal frame.

A convenient reference direction for a heavily rolled lamina is the rolling direction.

One axis of the sample reference frame is aligned with the rolling direction and is termed

“Rolling Direction” or DR
k for the k-th layer. The second axis, or “Normal Direction” (DN

k ),

is placed perpendicular to the both the rolling direction and a surface of the laminate. While

it does not matter which surface is selected for the thin lamina, typically surfaces with a

large surface area are used as the reference. With two axes defined, the third axis, the

“Transverse Direction” (DT
k ), is defined with the use of the right-hand rule [55].

The final reference frame to be described, the part reference frame, is defined ac-

cording to the geometry of the part as seen in Figure 6.2 as Xp, Yp and Zp. The part reference

frame allows one to properly align the laminae rotations to achieve the desired properties

in the directions of interest [61].

The orientation of one reference frame to another is represented by the standard

Euler angles, φ1, Φ, and φ2. The Euler angles represent all possible orientations but due to

symmetry, the limits on the angles may be set to 0≤ φ1 < 2π , 0≤Φ≤ π , and 0≤ φ2 < 2π

respectively [61]. For parts constructed with layers, it is convenient to only rotate the layers

about their normal axes which is what we do in this thesis.

Another important concept in being able to extract material properties from crystal

orientation data is the Fundamental Zone (FZ). The FZ is the set of all physically-distinct

orientations of the local crystal that can occur [55]. Due to the computational power re-

quired to analyze the infinite number of possible crystal orientations, the FZ is binned into
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Figure 6.2: Reference frames defined for the part, lamina, and crystal.

groups of orientations with each bin approximated by a single orientation. The Binned

Fundamental Zone (BFZ) can then be used as a simplified orientation description for all

crystals in the sample. The number of bins is determined by the conflicting objectives of

desired accuracy and computational time available.

6.3 Using the Rotation and Lamination Theory to Predict Material Properties

In this section we present the process by which material properties may be deter-

mined given knowledge of the material microstructure.

The microstructure-to-material-property theory is the process by which the mate-

rial properties are predicted, given information about the microstructure. In the rotation

and lamination theory presented below, it is through manipulation of the material mi-

crostructure of each layer that one is able to obtain an overall change in material properties

and product performance. Therefore, it is important to understand the microstructure-to-

material-properties theory which is the crucial link in considering material properties as

continuous variables. The reader is referred to [62] and [39] for the full development of

the microstructure-to-material-property theory and the rotation and lamination theory as

presented in this section.

The flowchart in Figure 6.3 presents the process in which material properties are

determined from microstructure properties of a material. The process contained by the

dashed box determines yield strength and the process contained by the solid box determines
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Figure 6.3: Microstructure-to-material-properties flowchart. Note that K in this figure rep-
resents the Hall-Petch slope, and P represents crystal slip planes.

Young’s modulus, shear modulus, and Poisson’s ratio. The remaining steps are required for

both processes. The flowchart in Figure 6.3 is now described in detail.

6.3.1 Procedure Required to Determine all Material Properties

The process begins by initializing the variables shown in the uppermost box of Fig-

ure 6.3 and obtaining the material specific constants from literature such as S11, S12, and

S44 [63]. Next the FZ is binned allowing multiple orientations to be approximated by a sin-

gle orientation thus decreasing the number of orientations needing analysis. The resolution
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of the binning is determined by dividing the FZ into a number of rows, columns, and layers

represented by nr, nc, and nh, respectively. Fewer bins equates to a faster computational

time with a decrease in accuracy while increasing the number of bins improves accuracy at

the expense of time. The Fourier coefficient Fm can then be calculated which is literally the

volume fraction of crystals in the m-th bin of the BFZ. Simply stated, Fm is the percentage

of crystals that are aligned in a given direction and is used for calculating yield strength,

Young’s modulus, shear modulus, and Poisson’s ratio. Before Fm can be calculated, crystal

orientation data (g) obtained by Orientation Image Microscopy [55] (OIM) is imported into

the BFZ to be converted into matrix form (gwx) as represented by the box titled “g matrix”

in Figure 6.3. One of the key factors in obtaining a continuous range of material properties

is the understanding of the initial microstructure as determined by OIM. Without the de-

tails of the starting microstructure for the specific material to be used, the desired material

properties cannot be obtained with the rotation/lamination theory.

6.3.2 Procedure Specific to Determining Yield Strength

Now we consider the important step of predicting material yield strength as a func-

tion of the material microstructure as seen in Equation 6.1 and Equation 6.3. For the sake

of this thesis, sequential equations have been condensed to a single equation as seen in

Equation 6.1

Di j = Di j = γ̇0

S

∑
s=1

∣∣∣∣∣(σ ′kl)µ
(s)
kl

τ∗(s)

∣∣∣∣∣
n

sign
(
(σ ′kl)µ

(s)
kl

)
µ

(s)
i j (6.1)

where Di j is an imposed macroscopic (pertaining to the layer or part as a whole) strain

rate, [64] Di j is a tensor representing the local (pertaining to the crystal only) strain rate and

assumed to be equivalent to the macroscopic strain rate according to the Taylor hypothesis

[65], γ̇0 is the reference shear rate, S is the total number of slip systems in the material, σ ′kl is

the local deviatoric stress for a given direction, [66] µ
(s)
kl and µ

(s)
i j are simple combinations

of the slip directions and the slip plane normals, [66] and τ∗(s) is the reference shear stress

as calculated from the Hall/Petch relationship [67].
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All of the values in Equation 6.1 are known with the exception of the local devi-

atoric stress, σ ′kl which requires a Newton-Raphson method, or a similar non-linear solv-

ing method, to numerically determine the local deviatoric stress. According to the Taylor

model used, the macroscopic deviatoric stress may then be related to the local deviatoric

stress according to Equation 6.2 〈
σ
′
kl
〉
≈ σ

′
kl (6.2)

where
〈
σ ′kl

〉
represents the volume average of the local deviatoric stress and σ

′
kl represents

the macroscopic deviatoric stress. With the macroscopic deviatoric stress calculated, the

yield strength may be predicted according to Equation 6.3.

σy1 = σ̄
′
11− σ̄

′
22 (6.3)

For the full development and application of Equation 6.1 and Equation 6.3 the

reader is referred to Adams et. al., [62] Fromm et. al., [66] Taylor, [65] and Asaro and

Needleman [68].

We now consider the dashed box on the left-hand side of the flowchart in Figure 6.3.

Given Euler angles, g, the binning information for the FZ (nr, nc, nh), crystal structure slip

planes (P) such as (111) for Face-Centered-Cubic materials, and L (resolution at which

average grain size is determined), [66] the average grain size, d, may be obtained as seen in

the box labeled “Average grain size.” To be consistent with the material science literature,

the crystal structure slip planes is termed P and the Hall-Petch slope is termed K in the

relevant figures in this chapter and should not be confused with P and K as defined in the

nomenclature. With the average grain size known, Ym may be calculated with the input of

d, lattice friction stress, τ0, Hall-Petch slope, and the average strain tensor D according to

the flowchart in Figure 6.3. Once Ym is known, the yield strength, σy1, of the material can

be calculated according to the equations described above.
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6.3.3 Procedure Specific to Determining Young’s Modulus, Shear Modulus and Pois-
son’s Ratio

The remaining three outputs all depend directly on the compliance of the sample

in the direction of interest. Like the process for determining yield strength, one starts by

binning the FZ and creating an orientation matrix for each bin. Next, a Fourier coefficient

representing a simple decomposition of the crystal compliance (S) in the desired direction

can be computed which is named Em with m representing the m-th bin in the BFZ.

The simplest way to determine the percentage of crystals in a bin is with the use of

the Orientation Distribution Function (ODF). The ODF is a function that receives informa-

tion about the BFZ and Euler angles, g, enabling a description of all crystal orientations in

a sample. Calculating the ODF with a single direction results in a scalar representing the

percentage of crystals aligned in that direction. When the ODF is calculated for multiple

directions, the results are a scalar representing the percentage of crystals aligned in the

multiple directions defined – such is the case of a bin in the BFZ.

As is true with all material properties, compliance of the sample is driven by the

compliance of each crystal. In fact, the sample compliance, Swxyz, is simply an average

compliance of all crystals. Inputs required to determine crystal compliance are the direction

of interest as defined by the designers (w, x, y, z) and three material properties which comes

from literature; S11, S12, and S44. With Fm and Em known, it is a simple matter to input

the total number of bins and compute Swxyz. Similar to Ym being related to σy, Swxyz can

be related to Young’s modulus, shear modulus and Poisson’s ratio by Equation 6.4 and

Equation 6.5 [69].

S1111 =
1

E1111
(6.4)

E = 2G(1+ν) (6.5)
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Figure 6.4: Property closure of yield strength vs. compliance for Ni 201 for various mi-
crostructures.

6.4 Part Construction by the Rotation and Lamination Theory

We now consider approaches by which microstructures may be intentionally made

to have certain characteristics. We have explored a variety of manufacturing processes

that allow for microstructure manipulation such as friction-stir welding, [70] heat treat-

ment, and introducing voids into the material. While these processes may be utilized in

many different ways, currently none of them can be used to consistently obtain designer

selected values of material microstructures. We now explore a theory that allows one to

consistently obtain desired microstructures and therefore desired material properties. The

theory of rotations and laminations allows one to take any initial microstructure and create

a new microstructure by stacking and welding metal layers – with directionally dependent

material properties – at specific rotations. This theory, coupled with UC technology, al-

lows the designer to hold the alloy fixed, yet modify material properties by choosing layer

configuration and orientation.

Recall that the material property closure is the set of all material properties that are

possible if one could create all possible microstructures. Since not all microstructures are

practically obtainable, the achievable space in the property closure is limited. Implemen-

tation of the rotation and lamination theory, however, greatly expands the achievable space

in the property closure as shown in Figure 6.4 for Ni 201 for example. The axes shown
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in Figure 6.4 represent two different material properties: material compliance (elasticity)

on the x-axis and yield strength on the y-axis. Note the subscripts, which represent desired

directions for which the properties apply. The outermost loop, and the area it contains,

represents every possible combination of these two properties. A single point represents

a specific value for both the compliance and the yield strength which may be mapped to

one or more microstructures that will have those properties. The triangle in Figure 6.4

represents isotropic material properties for Ni 201 while the star represents the starting mi-

crostructure of the material – as defined by OIM – in the direction of interest. The inner

loop that traverses the star, and the area it contains, represents all properties that can be

obtained by implementing the rotation and lamination theory to that starting microstruc-

ture when all rotations about the normal axis of the respective layer is considered. The

remaining loop and the area it contains represents material properties that may be obtained

by performing the rotation and lamination process twice (rank 2 lamination) to obtain even

more complicated microstructures. It is important to note that any microstructure obtained

by conventional methods, such as heavy rolling, can be greatly enhanced to obtain new mi-

crostructures and thus enabling new combinations of material properties that are typically

thought to be unobtainable.

In this chapter we have presented theories and technologies that enable a designer to

create products with a microstructure sensitive design. The microstructure sensitive design

approach is beneficial for the designer for two principal reasons: (i) desired, even supe-

rior product performance often unobtainable by geometry modification is easily obtained

with microstructure manipulation, and (ii) microstructure sensitive design results in a large

barrier to those who would reverse engineer the products.
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Chapter 7

Optimization Framework for Increasing the Barrier to Reverse Engi-
neering Based on Microstructure Manipulation

In this chapter we provide a basic description of a generic framework in which one

can obtain desired material properties in metals using common metal alloys. Specifically,

this material manipulation process can be used to design products with a large barrier to

reverse engineering as demonstrated by the case studies presented in Chapter 8. Figure 7.1

presents the framework and shows that four main phases comprise the process; Phase 0 –

initialization of system parameter values, Phase 1 – gathering selected alloy data, Phase 2

– definition of feasible range of continuous material properties obtainable by rotations and

laminations, and Phase 3 – material property exploration and selection using optimization

techniques.

7.1 Phase 0 – Initialize Input Parameters

Let us first consider Phase 0. This part of the framework requires designer input

which will then be used to determine fixed parameters and variables for the numerical opti-

mization in Phase III. At this phase, the designer will select the material class, M, a specific

alloy, M0, from the chosen class to be used as the lamina material, and the number of

lamina, N, to be used when creating the material with the desired properties. Importantly,

the designer will select at least one direction of interest, w, x, y, z, and the desired mate-

rial properties in the selected directions. Target material properties may include Young’s

modulus, Et , yield strength, σyt , shear modulus, Gt , and Poisson’s ratio, νt . The desired

material properties may be the same or different values for different directions of interest.

If a target value for a material property exceeds the range of feasible properties obtainable
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Figure 7.1: Flowchart of proposed framework to obtain improved material properties with
common materials. As a note, Phase II is discussed in detail in Sections 6.3 and 6.4.

with the rotation/lamination theory, the optimization routine will obtain the properties clos-

est to the target properties. The selected alloy will be analyzed in Phase I to generate the

feasible range of material properties (generated in Phase II) that can be obtained with the

rotation/lamination theory.

7.2 Phase I – Characterize Microstructure of Selected Alloy

Before one can obtain desired material properties in a material, one first needs to

acquire microstructure information about that material. This is done by polishing and scan-

ning the sample with a scanning electron microscope and analyzing the data with OIM

software [55]. The data collected includes grain size, grain distribution, grain orientation
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and other microstructure information specific to the sample. Once microstructure data is

gathered, the range of material properties may be determined as described in Phase 2.

7.3 Phase II – Determine the Full Range of Material Properties Obtainable with
Rotations and Laminations for the Selected Alloy

Different microstructures will result in different property closures. A material that

is isotropic is unable to have a property closure larger than a single point since material

properties are the same no matter how the sample is rotated. On the other hand, anisotropic

materials made with a single crystal have the most directionally dependent material prop-

erties as the properties may change significantly even with a small rotation. The OIM

data found in Phase 1 determines the microstructure of the selected alloy, thus determin-

ing the degree of anisotropy that exists in the sample. The OIM data is then used in the

rotation/lamination theory – as described in detail in Sections 6.3 and 6.4 – to determine

material properties in a given direction. When the rotation/lamination theory is applied for

every orientation from 0− 2π a complete property closure is created, which reveals the

range of material properties that may be obtained with the sample-specific microstructure.

When symmetry exists in the microstructure, the range of orientations required to obtain

the complete property closure can be reduced. A convex hull encloses the resulting prop-

erty closure and is principally used to help the designer know the feasible range of material

properties for the given material. This is the process that was performed on Ni 201 to obtain

the property closures in Figure 6.4.

7.4 Phase III – Determine Rotation/Lamination Strategy Required to Obtain De-
sired Material Properties for Selected Alloy

In this phase, we use an optimization routine to determine the manufacturing strat-

egy – specifically the rotation of each layer – to create a laminated material with the desired

material properties in the direction of interest. As input parameters, this optimization re-

quires the number of laminations, N, the direction of interest, w, x, y, z, and the target

values of the material properties of interest which are all determined by the designer in

Phase 0. The optimization selects a value of φ1 for each lamina and then determines the
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effective material properties of the composite part (of N layers) in the direction of interest

with the rotation/lamination theory (described in Phase 2). The process is repeated until the

optimization determines the orientations required for each layer to obtain the desired ma-

terial properties in the desired direction. Notice that for clarity we have expressed Young’s

modulus and yield strength as a function of φ1.

The optimization problem statement, is formulated as follows:

min
φ1

µ = w1(σy(φ1)−σyt)2 +w2(E(φ1)−Et)2 (7.1)

subject to

0≤ φ1,i ≤ π ∀i = 1,2, ...,N (7.2)

where φ1 = [φ1,1,φ1,2, ...,φ1,N ] and represents the orientation of each layer, σyt is the desired

value of yield strength, Et is the desired value of Young’s modulus, σy and E (which are

both functions of φ1,i) are obtained from the microstructure-to-material-property process as

described in previous chapters and in Figure 6.4, w1 and w2 appropriately scale the objec-

tives, and Equation 7.2 is the upper and lower limits on the design variable. The solution

of the optimization is the improved material properties E and σy – which are the material

properties of the laminated part in the direction of interest – and the vector φ∗1 which is the

required orientation of each layer. During the process of the optimization, the microstruc-

ture of each layer is oriented to obtain material properties for the part as close as possible

to the desired properties. It is important to note that although the material properties of the

individual layers may be different than the desired material properties, when the layers are

combined at the orientations specified by the optimization, the overall effective properties

of the layered material will closely match the desired material properties. This is true as

long as the designer selected material properties that are contained within the property clo-
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sure for that material. Now that the required rotation of each layer is known, the modified

material, with the improved properties, may be created using the UC process.

In this chapter we have explored the optimization process. The optimization imple-

mented the microstructure to material property theory to determine material properties for

a part given an initial microstructure which resulted in the ideal rotation of N layers which

will be used in the creation of the new material which will have the desired material prop-

erties. Importantly, the design framework presented in this chapter is key to designing, and

manufacturing, products with the desired and unexpected performance ideal for impeding

reverse engineering attempts.
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Chapter 8

Increasing the Barrier to Reverse Engineering Case Studies

This chapter presents three case studies that demonstrate how microstructure sen-

sitive design results in hardware with unexpected, yet desirable, mechanical performance.

We reemphasize here that such designs can exhibit desirable behavior that is not intuitively

understood, or easily replicated by examining the hardware in a reverse engineering setting.

The first case study presents five cantilever-beam accelerometers with identical geometry

and created from the same material but each accelerometer performs differently due to mi-

crostructure manipulation enabling the desired performance to be obtained. The second

case study presents three bistable switches, each with a different microstructure, and ex-

plores the performance that can only be obtained with a heterogeneous microstructure. The

third case study is an application of the reverse engineering relationships, as presented in

this thesis, where the reverse engineering time and barrier is calculated and compared for a

bistable switch with a homogeneous microstructure and a bistable switch with a heteroge-

neous microstructure. We show that by strategically manipulating the material microstruc-

ture, the barrier to reverse engineer a bistable switch nearly doubles while simultaneously

achieving a superior performance. Table 8.1 presents the material property values that are

used for the case studies presented.

8.1 Case Study 1: Cantilever-beam Accelerometer

The purpose of this case study is two fold: (i) to demonstrate the simple application

of the presented developments for homogenously distributed material microstructures, and

(ii) to demonstrate that parts of equal geometry, and equal material class and alloy, can

provide different performance based on the orientation of anisotropic material.
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Table 8.1: Material property values used for all calculations of Young’s modulus and yield
strength in the case studies. Note that K in this table represents the Hall-Petch slope.

Symbol Value Units
m 0.01
γ̇0 0.001 1/s

D0 0.001
λ 1/2
K 0.191 MPa*

√
m

d 74.7 µm
τ0 63.5 MPa
Nickel Material

S11 0.73 10(−12)∗cm2

dyne

S12 -0.27 10(−12)∗cm2

dyne

S44 0.8 10(−12)∗cm2

dyne
Copper Material

S11 1.5 10(−12)∗cm2

dyne

S12 -0.63 10(−12)∗cm2

dyne

S44 1.3 10(−12)∗cm2

dyne

8.1.1 Cantilever-beam Accelerometer Design Concept

Consider the design of a cantilever-beam accelerometer with a mass at the free

end and an electrical circuit as seen in Figure 8.1. When acceleration is applied in the

upward direction, the beam deflects downward and the mass comes in contact with the

base, completing the circuit and sending an electrical signal indicating that a designer-

specified acceleration has been reached. A total of five accelerometers are considered in

this case study; all of them have identical geometry and are manufactured from the same

stock material. Despite these critical similarities, each accelerometer can be designed to

exhibit a unique force-deflection behavior. As shown shortly, the unique behaviors result

from differences in material properties in the direction of the beam’s long axis which are

tailored through the rotation/lamination theory as presented in this thesis.
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Figure 8.1: Simple array of cantilever-beam accelerometers with an electrical circuit that
detects when the device has reached a prescribed acceleration.

8.1.2 Cantilever-beam Accelerometer Materials and Geometry

For this case study, the material considered is Ni 201 and the geometry is fixed ac-

cording to the values in Table 8.2. The inital microstructure of the Ni 201 was obtained from

OIM data after polishing and scanning samples of Ni 201. When designing under a com-

mon assumption of isotropic, homogeneous, linear-elastic materials, all five accelerometers

exhibit the same force-deflection characteristic, thereby completing the electrical circuit at

the same acceleration (5.17 m/s2) as shown in Table 8.3. Alternatively, when designing to

capitalize on material anisotropy, the rotation/lamination theory presented in this thesis en-

ables designers to consistently obtain desired changes in material properties without chang-

ing geometry or material, thus achieving desired product performance. A few advantages

of obtaining different performances with the same geometry and material are decreased

tooling costs, potential barriers for competitors who may attempt to reverse engineer the

product, and superior performance, such as withstanding more stress before failure, while

maintaining product weight.
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Table 8.2: Geometry for simple cantilever-beam accelerometers.

Constrained Accelerometer Geometry
Length 10 mm
Width 2 mm
Height 1 mm
delta 1 mm
mass 0.02 kg

Table 8.3: Acceleration obtainable and respective Young’s modulus for designing under
isotropic, homogeneous assumptions.

Beam Acceleration Required Young’s Modulus
to Complete Circuit

1 5.17 m/s2 206.8 GPa
2 5.17 m/s2 206.8 GPa
3 5.17 m/s2 206.8 GPa
4 5.17 m/s2 206.8 GPa
5 5.17 m/s2 206.8 GPa

8.1.3 Cantilever-beam Accelerometer Optimization and Construction

In order to perform the optimization and implement the rotation/lamination theory,

we need to select a target acceleration for each accelerometer. We have selected five dif-

ferent target accelerations to be measured by the geometrically identical cantilever-beam

accelerometers, which may be seen in Table 8.4, with the associated Young’s modulus that

will result in the desired performance.

Only now that we have the material and geometry selected, and the target acceler-

ations known, can we run the optimization routine that determines how each layer needs

to be oriented to obtain the desired value of Young’s modulus resulting in the desired per-

formance. The optimization problem statement for the cantilever beam accelerometers is

given by Equations 8.1–8.3.

min
φ1

µ = (E(φ1)−Et)2 (8.1)

subject to
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0≤ φ1,i ≤ π ∀i = 1,2, ...,N (8.2)

σmax ≤ σy(φ1) (8.3)

where φ1 = [φ1,1,φ1,2, ...,φ1,N ] and represents the orientation of each layer, Et is the de-

sired value of Young’s modulus, σy(φ1) and E(φ1) are obtained from the microstructure-

to-material-property process as discussed previously, Equation 8.2 is the upper and lower

limits on the design variable, and Equation 8.3 ensures that the cantilever beam does not

yield under the loading conditions.

As the theory is valid for any number of layers, we consider the simplest case

of one lamina, for illustration purposes. Similar to carbon-fiber composites, layering is

important to obtain the desired thickness of a part. During the process of obtaining a strong

initial microstructure – which expands the feasible range of material properties– the metal

becomes very thin. If one desires a part thicker than the strong-textured metal, layering

becomes necessary. Using UC for the welding process is desirable because of its excellent

linear weld density and minimal affect on the grains surrounding the weld areas.

Table 8.4: Target accelerations for simple cantilever-beam accelerometers and respective
value of Young’s modulus required to obtain the acceleration with the fixed

geometry and material alloy.

Beam Acceleration Required Young’s Modulus
to Complete Circuit

1 5.00 m/s2 200.0 GPa
2 5.05 m/s2 202.0 GPa
3 5.10 m/s2 204.0 GPa
4 5.15 m/s2 206.0 GPa
5 5.20 m/s2 208.0 GPa
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Table 8.5: Optimization results for five cantilever-beam accelerometers with fixed material
alloy and geometry. Each beam has a unique acceleration which precisely

correlates to the desired acceleration.

Beam Acceleration Required Young’s Modulus Orientation
to Complete Circuit

1 5.00 m/s2 200.0 GPa 106.39 Degrees
2 5.05 m/s2 202.0 GPa 122.53 Degrees
3 5.10 m/s2 204.0 GPa 148.40 Degrees
4 5.15 m/s2 206.0 GPa 46.750 Degrees
5 5.20 m/s2 208.0 GPa 38.850 Degrees

8.1.4 Cantilever-beam Accelerometer Design Results

The optimization routine, as described in Section 7.4, results in the orientation of

the layers required to obtain the desired performance as well as the Young’s modulus and

yield strength of the composite material if aligned by the orientations defined by the opti-

mization. Since there are five different beams, each with a unique desired acceleration, five

separate optimizations are required. The results of the optimizations for this case study are

shown in Table 8.5.

These results, which are obtained using only a mildly anisotropic material, lend

insight into the kinds of performance differences one can achieve through simple single

layer rotations. The effect is more dramatic with more anisotropic materials and higher

order layering.

8.2 Case Study 2: Bistable Electronic Switch

The primary purpose of this case study is to demonstrate how unexpected mechani-

cal performance can be obtained with strongly textured materials – even performances that

are not obtainable with isotropic or anisotropic homogeneous materials. A secondary pur-

pose of this case study is to reiterate that parts of identical geometry, and material class and

alloy can be designed to have unexpected desirable performance, which would be difficult

to discern in a reverse engineering setting.
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Figure 8.2: A compliant bistable switch with the two equilibrium positions of the shuttle
shown. Not drawn to scale.

8.2.1 Bistable Electronic Switch Design Concept

A bistable mechanism is a device that tends toward one of two stable equilibrium

positions. A compliant bistable mechanism achieves its motion by deflecting its compliant

members, and by so doing the energy required to hold the mechanism in either of its equi-

librium positions is stored in the form of strain energy [71, 72]. Figure 8.2 shows the basic

concept for a compliant bistable switch, which is composed of a shuttle that travels in the

y-direction by the flexing of its two arms. The gray region indicates the part and the white

region is void of material. The shuttle will tend toward one of the two positions shown in

Figure 8.2. The mechanism can be used as an electronic switch when the shuttle and frame

are part of an electrical circuit; when the shuttle contacts the frame, as in Stable Position 1,

the circuit is complete.

8.2.2 Bistable Electronic Switch Materials and Geometry

In this case study, we consider three bistable switches, all of which have identical

geometry and are created with the same phosphor bronze copper – a material commonly

used for electrical connectors in the connector industry. A single crystal of phosphor bronze

is used for the bistable electronic switch presented in this case study. A numerical approxi-

mation of the single crystal material microstructure is used to predict the material properties

of yield strength and Young’s modulus. One of the three bistable switches considered is

designed under the assumption that the phosphor bronze copper is isotopic, linear-elastic,
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and homogeneous – an assumption commonly used in the electrical connector industry. The

second bistable switch is designed under the assumption that the material is anisotropic and

homogeneous, while the last switch material is designed by considering material anisotropy

and heterogeneity. Both anisotropic cases use the rotation/lamination theory presented in

this thesis to identify designs with unexpected, yet desirable, mechanical performance.

8.2.3 Bistable Electronic Switch Optimization and Construction

The reason for considering three bistable switches is to see if, through the devel-

opments presented herein, we can identify a switch geometry that would meet the design

requirements only when an anisotropic, heterogeneous design approach is used. That is, for

the same geometry, and same material class and alloy, the homogeneous cases would sim-

ply not meet the requirements. To identify such a design we use a numerical optimization

routine.

We pause briefly to note that the process of finding a design that does not work when

common design assumptions are made is beneficial for preventing competitors from reverse

engineering a product. Assuming a competitor could match the material and geometry

identically, the copied product will not have the required performance thus impeding the

competitor from easily recreating the original product for their own use.

For the bistable switches, the optimization routine used seeks to minimize the length

of the compliant arms, a, and simultaneously reach a target force (Ft) the switch is able to

exert in the deflected position. Other geometric features are fixed according to the val-

ues seen in Figure 8.2. More formally, the optimization problem statement is given by

Equations 8.4–8.8.

min
a,φ1

µ = w3W (a)−w4(F(a,φ1)+(−Ft/(Na)))2; (8.4)

subject to

10mm≤ a≤ 50mm (8.5)
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0≤ φ1 ≤ π (8.6)

F(a,φ1) < 0 (8.7)

σmax ≤ σy(φ1) (8.8)

where W is the total width of the bistable switch, F is the force output of a single arm in

the deflected position, Na is the number of arms on the bistable switch, a is the length of

the compliant arms, w3 and w4 appropriately scale the objectives, and σmax is the maxi-

mum stress the compliant beams experiences throughout the entire path of motion. The

relationship imposed by Equation 8.7 ensures bistability [72]. Here we note that each arm

is individually optimized.

Recall that in Phase 0 of Section 7.1 the designer selects a direction of interest and

target material properties. The optimization routine described in Phase 3 in Section 7.4

then searches for designs that match the material properties in the direction of interest to

the target material properties specified by the designer. The direction of interest for a single

arm of the bistable switch is the direction parallel to the arm. The force output of that single

arm is given according to Equation 8.9 where α is a the non-dimensional force [72].

F(a,φ1) =
α2E(φ1)I

a2 (8.9)

As illustrated by Equation 8.9 the force, F , is directly proportional to Young’s mod-

ulus in the direction of interest. For the full mathematical development of a fully-compliant

bistable switch see Todd [72]. For single crystal materials, the largest value of Young’s

modulus is parallel to the crystal’s texture and the smallest value of Young’s modulus is

perpendicular to the texture direction. Therefore, in order to reach relatively small target

force values using a bistable switch, the single crystal texture must be aligned perpendicular

to the shuttle arms.
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Figure 8.3: A compliant bistable switch with anisotropic homogeneous material properties.
Texture direction denoted by hatching.

If the mechanism arms could be treated independently, the same design, optimiza-

tion, and construction approach used in Case Study 1, could be used. Because of their

orientation, it is impossible to select a single crystal orientation that is parallel or perpen-

dicular to both arms simultaneously – if a homogeneous material is used. We therefore

consider a heterogeneously distributed microstructure, which is illustrated by the hatching

in Figure 8.5.

To construct the heterogeneous material, a rolling and Friction Stir Welding [70]

(FSW) process is used. Figure 8.4 illustrates the process; the original copper material is

first rolled to create a large degree of anisotropy in the material texture; next, two triangles

are cut out of the copper. The complimentary triangles are then joined together using FSW.

While any metal joining process could be used to join the separate copper pieces, FSW

is used in this case study, because after cleaning and polishing, the FSW joint is nearly

impossible to detect without use of a scanning electron microscope, therefore making the

heterogeneous nature of the microstructure difficult for competitors to detect. Figure 8.5

shows how the compliant bistable switch is cut from the heterogeneous sheet.

8.2.4 Bistable Electronic Switch Design Results

Table 8.6 compares the results of the design optimization. All three switches have

identical geometry, and are constructed using the same stock material. Notice that the

isotropic material resulted in a force that exceeds the target force by 80.6%. For electri-
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Rolling Direction

φ φ

Figure 8.4: Process by which heterogeneous material properties may be created to obtain
unexpected performance from original material. Texture direction denoted by hatching.

Figure 8.5: A compliant bistable switch cut from a sheet that is anisotropic and heteroge-
neously symmetric about the mid-plane. Texture direction denoted by hatching.
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Table 8.6: Optimization results for three bistable switches made with identical geometry
and with phosphor bronze copper. The symbol β represents the angle of the

compliant arms of the bistable switch from the horizontal plane.

Fixed Parameters for Heterogeneous, Homogeneous, Isotropic
all three switches [54] Anisotropic Material Anisotropic Material Material [54]
a 23.31 mm E 66.67 GPa E 83.52 GPa E 120.7 GPa
Ft 1.2 N F 1.211 N F 1.513 N F 2.1866 N
σy 552 Mpa SF 1.23 SF 0.97 SF 0.67
β 20 degrees
Na 2

cal connectors, excessive force results in excessive wear and reduces the performance life

of the connector. Additionally, the anisotropic homogeneous approach also exceeded the

target force by 24.9%, while the anisotropic heterogeneous approach is very close to the

target force. When a comparison of the safety factors is conducted, one can see that only

the anisotropic heterogeneous material did not fail while the homogeneous, anisotropic ma-

terial and the isotropic materials both failed with a safety factor (SF) being less than one.

The value of yield strength used for this case study was obtained from literature [54] and

assumed to be the same in all directions. While the mathematical model is in place, there

was not sufficient data for the single crystal copper material to accurately predict yield

strength with respect to sample orientation. Future efforts will focus on obtaining single

crystal copper information required to predict yield strength as a function of sample orien-

tation. We can conclude, therefore, that through a microstructure sensitive design approach,

coupled with numerical optimization, designs with unexpected desirable performance can

be identified, and can be made difficult to reverse engineer.

8.3 Case Study 3: Time and Barrier Analysis of a Bistable Mechanism

In this section, we use the metrics and parameters defined in Chapter 4 to determine

the time and barrier to reverse engineer the bistable switch as described in Section 8.2.

Let us take the perspective of the original designer reverse engineering the bistable switch

with the homogenous microstructure for this example. The only design constraint for this

example is to prevent yielding of the flexible members as the mechanism travels through
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the entire range of motion. We are interested in knowing the barrier and time to reverse

engineer the device. Specifically, we consider two information types, linear geometric

information and material microstructure information.

To determine the time and barrier to reverse engineer this bistable mechanism, we

start by determining the values of the parameters Ki, Fi, and Pi, for each information type i.

When Ki, Fi, and Pi are known for each i, we calculate the barrier, Bi, and time, Ti, for each

information type individually. With Bi and Ti known, the total barrier, B∗, of the product

and the total time, T ∗, to reverse engineer the product can be determined.

8.3.1 Geometry Analysis of a Bistable Mechanism

In this section, we describe the quantification of Kg, Fg, and Pg for the bistable

mechanism where the subscript g represents linear geometric information. We start by

discussing Kg.

While a total of nine linear dimensions are required to describe the geometry of the

product, only eight dimensions are critical to performance since stress is not affected by

out of plane thickness and, for this example, there is no constraint on the output force. As

a note, an analysis of the governing equations for Euler beams with a prescribed deflec-

tion show the out-of-plane thickness has no effect on the bending stress experienced by the

beam. When competitors reverse engineer the bistable mechanism, it may not be obvious

that the out-of-plane thickness of the device is not critical for performance, therefore an

appropriate selection of Kg(τ0) is nine as all nine dimensions are likely to be extracted. An

important observation to make is that whenever Kg(τ) is larger than Kg(t), the competitor is

likely to extract more information than needed, thereby increasing the time to reverse engi-

neer the product. With eight dimensions critical to performance, the value of Kg(t0) is eight

recalling that Kg(t0) represents the quantity of pertinent information initially contained by

the product. As shown in Table 8.7, Kg(t0) is 8 and Kg(τ0) is 9.

The value of Fg is the rate at which the competitors can extract geometric infor-

mation. Since it is difficult, if not impossible, to determine the rate at which competitors

can extract geometric information, a close approximation is to determine the rate at which

one’s own company can extract geometric information. One method to determine Fg is to
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Table 8.7: Parameters and metrics determined for geometric information of a
homogeneous bistable mechanism. Time is in seconds.

Description Parameter Value
Initial pertinent geometric

information contained by product. Kg(t0) 8
Initial geometric information

contained by product. Kg(τ0) 9
Initial geometric extraction rate. Fg(τ0) 0.057

Initial power exerted to
extract geometric information. Pg(τ0) 1

Description Metrics Value
Geometric information

storage ability. Sg 0.513
Barrier to extracting

geometric information. Bg 307.8
Estimated time to extract
geometric information. Tg 473

simply measure the rate at which dimensions can be extracted. Importantly we note that

when the flow rate for one information type is determined, that flow rate may be used in the

analysis of other products that contain that same information type. Through experimenta-

tion, the initial flow rate of linear dimensions, for the original designer, has been discovered

to be approximately 0.057 dimensions per second. The flow rate of pertinent information

is likely to vary from designer to designer depending upon resources and skills available.

Therefore, Fg(τ0) is quantified as 0.057 as shown in Table 8.7.

Power is the measure of the effort being exerted per time by the competitor reverse

engineering the product. While there may be reason to set P to be less than one, for this

example, Pi is assumed to always be equal to one for all information types. This im-

plies that competitors are exerting their best effort to extract information from the bistable

mechanism, which is the most conservative approach.

The calculation of Sg is carried out by Eq. 4.4 enabling the calculation of Bg and Tg

with Eqs. 4.1 and 4.5, respectively. The barrier to extract geometric information is 307.8

and the estimated time to extract geometric information is 473 seconds. Table 8.7 presents

the parameters and metrics defined in this section.
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8.3.2 Microstructure Analysis of a Bistable Mechanism

In this section, we describe how Km, Fm, and Pm are quantified for the bistable

mechanism with the homogeneous microstructure, where the subscript m represents mate-

rial microstructure information. Based on the quantified parameters, we also calculate Bm

and Tm. There are many ways to characterize material microstructures including measuring

the orientation of each grain and modeling orientation distribution through Fourier series.

Each method of characterizing the microstructure can effectively be used to determine Bm

and Tm as long as the flow rate of information extraction can be determined. For this ex-

ample, we assume that an entire microstructure is a single piece of information and the

extraction rate of microstructure information can be determined. We also assume that the

competitors are as skilled as the original designers in understanding and analyzing material

microstructures. For this reason, a good approximation of Fm may be to measure the rate

of microstructure information extraction of the original designers.

For this example, the microstructure extraction rate is chosen to be one microstruc-

ture in ten hours or a flow rate of 2.778∗10−5 seconds – which includes sample preparation

(such as polishing and mounting sample), scanning the sample with a scanning electron mi-

croscope, and data analysis with Orientation Image Microscopy software. We note that this

flow rate is based on the authors’ own experience in microstructure information extrac-

tion. If the microstructure of the bistable mechanism is a homogeneous microstructure,

it is likely that the microstructure can be determined correctly without extracting excess

information. This implies that Km(τ0) is 1 and Km(t0) is also 1. As was mentioned in Sec-

tion 8.3.1, Pm is also 1. With Km, Fm, and Pm defined, Sm, Bm, and Tm are calculated with

numerical results presented in Table 8.8. It can be seen, based on the table, that extracting

microstructure information requires significantly more time when compared to linear geo-

metric information. Therefore designers who wish to protect innovative designs can find

more effective barriers to reverse engineering in the microstructure of the material when

compared to geometry.
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Table 8.8: Parameters and metrics determined for microstructure information of a
homogeneous bistable mechanism. Time is in seconds.

Description Parameter Value
Initial pertinent microstructure

information contained by product. Km(t0) 1
Initial microstructure information

contained by product. Km(τ0) 1
Initial microstructure extraction rate. Fm(τ0) 2.778∗10−5

Initial power exerted to
extract microstructure information. Pm(τ0) 1

Description Metrics Value
Microstructure information

storage ability. Sm 2.778∗10−5

Barrier to extracting
microstructure information. Bm 1.3∗109

Estimated time to extract
microstructure information. Tm 1.080∗105

8.3.3 Total Barrier and Time Calculation of a Bistable Mechanism

In the previous sections, the time and barrier to reverse engineer the homogeneous

bistable mechanism was determined for each information type of interest. Following the

developments of Section 4.3, the total barrier, B∗, and total time, T ∗, to reverse engineer

the bistable product as a whole is calculated and presented in Table 8.9.

Importantly, we note that the calculation of B∗ does not adhere to Ohm’s law; this is

because each information type, in this case g and m, is treated independently. In the context

of electrical circuits, each information type is an independent resistor-capacitor circuit.

When the total barrier, B∗, for the product is calculated, a pseudo product is created with a

quantity of pertinent information equivalent to the sum of pertinent information contained

by the product for each individual information type; and the equivalent time required to

extract that pertinent information. The total barrier is then calculated from this pseudo

product. This enables products to be characterized with a single value that represents the

overall barrier and time to reverse engineer the products.

To calculate T ∗, K∗, and S∗ we evaluate the summation of each Ti, Ki, and Si re-

spectively according to Eqs. 4.7, 4.8, and 4.9. Now F∗ and P∗ can be calculated according
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Table 8.9: Parameters and metrics determined for all information of a homogeneous
bistable mechanism. Time is in seconds.

Description Metric Value
All pertinent information

initially contained by product. K∗(t0) 9
Information storage ability
for all information types. S∗ 0.513
Estimated time to extract

all information. T ∗ 1.085∗105

Initial extraction rate
of all information. F∗(t0) 8.31∗10−5

Initial power exerted to
extract all information. P∗(t0) 1.46∗10−3

Barrier to extracting
all information. B∗ 2.11∗105

to Eqs. 4.10 and 4.11, respectively. Finally, B∗ can be calculated using Eq. 4.1 and using

the values of P∗ and F∗ with results seen in Table 8.9.

The significance of these relationships is that they enable a systematic and consis-

tent comparison of products. This product comparison can be used by companies to deter-

mine which products will yield the greatest return on investment when performing reverse

engineering activities. Adversely, companies releasing a new product can estimate the time

for competitors to reverse engineer the design. These relationships also supply information

that enables minimal profit loss due to competition by understanding and implementing

characteristics that make products difficult and time consuming to reverse engineer. The

systematic estimation of the time required to reverse engineer a product also facilitates

management decisions such as project costs and timelines. The nature of the relationships

enables designers to use them in a numerical optimization routine to develop new designs

that (i) meet or exceed desired performance, (ii) minimize costs, and (iii) maximize the time

and barrier of reverse engineering. In the following section, we discuss how analysis of the

relationships enabled the design of the bistable switch with a heterogeneous microstructure

which has a superior performance, and is substantially more difficult to reverse engineer.
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8.3.4 Making the Bistable Mechanism More Difficult to Reverse Engineer

As described in detail in Chapter 6, superior, even unexpected, performance can

be achieved for the bistable mechanism when a multidisciplinary design approach is used.

Specifically, when geometry and material microstructure are simultaneously considered,

products that are intrinsically difficult to reverse engineer can be more easily designed.

This section briefly describes how the barrier and time to reverse engineer a product can be

increased by this multidisciplinary approach.

By analyzing the fundamental relationships for a bistable mechanism [71], it can

be seen that when desirable microstructures are aligned along the length of each beam, su-

perior compliance, and therefore performance, can be achieved with the process presented

in Chapter 8 resulting in a bistable switch with a heterogeneous microstructure. As shown

in this chapter, the heterogeneous microstructure substantially increases the time and bar-

rier to reverse engineer the mechanism. Even if the competitor can create an imitation

of the bistable mechanism with identical geometric features and material alloy, the imi-

tated device will not match the performance of the original design with the heterogeneous

microstructure.

Table 8.10: Parameters and metrics determined for all information of a bistable
mechanism with a heterogeneous material microstructure. Time is in seconds.

Description Metric Value
All pertinent information

initially contained by product K∗(t0) 10
Information storage ability
for all information types S∗ 0.513
Estimated time to extract

all information T ∗ 2.165∗105

Initial extraction rate
of all information F∗(t0) 4.631∗10−5

Initial power exerted to
extract all information P∗(t0) 9.02∗10−4

Barrier to extracting
all information B∗ 4.21∗105
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Assuming a competitor determines that the product was created with a heteroge-

neous microstructure approach, there still exist multiple barriers to overcome before the

product can be truly reverse engineered. Namely, (i) how many microstructures exist in

the product, (ii) which microstructures are critical to performance, (iii) how to obtain de-

sired microstructure, and (iv) how to seamlessly join multiple parts. As can be seen in

Table 8.10, the total time and barrier to reverse engineer a bistable mechanism with a

heterogeneous microstructure is notably greater than the bistable mechanism with a ho-

mogenous microstructure. A simple, yet important, observation to make is that it would

have been possible for the designer to make the geometry of the mechanism more difficult

to reverse engineer, but due to the different rates of information extraction for geometric

and microstructure information this would have had minimal effect on the total time and

barrier.
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Chapter 9

Concluding Remarks

In this thesis, we have presented general metrics for evaluating the barrier and time

to reverse engineer a product. We have also defined supporting metrics and parameters for

evaluating the barrier and time with an average error of 12.2%. The metrics and parameters

presented are adapted from Ohm’s Law and are based on resistor-capacitor circuits and

capacitor discharge time estimates.

We have also presented an approach that uses material microstructure information,

numerical optimization, and state-of-the-art manufacturing techniques to create designs

with unexpected desirable performance that are difficult to reverse engineer – a powerful

combination for companies who wish to make innovative products and devices available

to the masses without disclosing the phenomena that gives the device its unexpected per-

formance. The root of the method is in manipulating the material microstructure, while

constrained to existing manufacturing methods (rolling, UC, and FSW). The consideration

of these manufacturing approaches is embodied in the rotation/lamination theory and in

the minimal negative affect that these joining processes have on the microstructures of in-

terest. Two simple case studies were presented that illustrate the basic benefits that come

from the presented design approach. The first case study used actual microstructure data

and showed how performance can be varied in geometrically identical products made from

the same stock material by tailoring the material properties, in directions of interest, with

the rotation/lamination theory presented in this thesis. The second case study explored the

application of heterogeneous, anisotropic microstructures that enable a performance not

obtainable with isotropic or homogeneous material properties. The third case study utilizes

the reverse engineering metrics presented in this thesis to calculate the time and barrier
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to reverse engineer a bistable switch with a homogeneous microstructure and a bistable

switch with a heterogeneous microstructure. We can, therefore, see from the case stud-

ies that through a microstructure sensitive design approach, coupled with numerical opti-

mization, enables manufacturable designs with superior performance while simultaneously

increasing the barrier to reverse engineer the product.

From a design point of view, the developed metrics can be used to compare one

design versus another, where the barrier and time to reverse engineering can be quantified.

Metrics for evaluating the time and barrier to reverse engineer a product enables the orig-

inal designer to strategically identify and improve product characteristics so as to increase

the difficulty and time to reverse engineer them. To competitors reverse engineering the

original designs, minimal time and barrier is desired so as to enter the market before it is

saturated. The developed metrics can, therefore, be used to assist competitors to focus on

products that can be reverse engineered sufficiently fast. Additionally, they can be used to

help competitors see how to improve its reverse engineering capabilities.

Ongoing and future developments include exploration of additional microstructure

manipulation strategies, and the optimization of products with the new and additional ob-

jective of increasing the time and/or barrier to reverse engineer a product. Uncertainty

analysis will also be conducted which will determine the variation of the actual barrier to

reverse engineering when products are modified to be more difficult to reverse engineer.

We reiterate here, that the total time, T ∗, and total barrier, B∗, is the time and barrier to only

extract information from a product. Future developments will include the time and barrier

to imitate and fabricate the product which will also include analysis of development cost

and return on investment.
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